
A good night’s rest plays a fundamental role in physical 
and mental well-being. Therefore, Lufthous® offers you 
a new proposal to improve your rest, and this time, 
does it in style. Introducing the new MEMORY LUXE 
PREMIUM GRAPHENE® pillow.

Using microperforated viscoelastic we obtain a natural 
reaction to the corporal temperature, adapting the 
exact form of the neck and the head, relieving the 
pressure exerted on the points of contact and favouring 
an anatomically correct position.

We have also incorporated a microperforated core with 
the aim of providing the best ventilation, also favouring 
thermal regulation during rest. 

It is important to note that our brand works with the 
best possible resources. Proof of this can be found 
in the interior design of the pillow; intelligent fabric 
(Strech) filled with BAYSCENT® microparticles (created 
by BAYER® laboratory). This type of finishing of the 
rest fabric prevents the formation of bacteria, also 
providing a greater sense of well-being during rest. 

Another novelty offered by the pillow that deserves 
special attention is its graphene foam core, a material 
that is characterized by being strong, but at the same 
time elastic, flexible, very breathable and thermal. 
Applying these qualities to the performance of the 
pillow we get a powerful ally during rest, even helping 
to reduce the static electricity produced during use.

Now all that’s left is to settle in, close your eyes and 
rest like never before with the MEMORY LUXE PREMIUM 
GRAPHENE® pillow.
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WHAT IS GRAPHENE?
Graphene is an allotropic form of carbon, it is a very hard, 
extremely resistant, very light and flexible material, which 
allows it to be moulded according to needs. Graphene is 
stronger than diamond, has an extraordinary conduction 
of heat, is a good conductor of electricity much better than 
copper. 

Graphene is called the “material of the future,” and it 
manifests abundantly in nature. 

A REVOLUTION IN THE FIELD OF RELAXATION: MEMORY 
LUXE PREMIUM GRAPHENE

•  It adapts to the contours of your head and neck for total 
support and comfort.

•  Helps maintain a good posture that could influence 
snoring

•  Helps reduce cervical and lumbar discomfort

•  Helps to promote muscular rest

•  For all types of positions: back, side or stomach.

•  Good transpiration

•  Memory with perforated viscoelastic

•  Adaptable

•  Undeformable, anatomical

•  Vaporizes moisture emitted by the body.

•  Prevents the formation of bacteria and mites.

•  Double zipper pillowcase that allows perfect breathability.

•  Easy to carry, it includes bag with a handle.
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A GOOD REST; THE BASIS OF YOUR 
WELL-BEING
Maybe you’ve had a bad night’s sleep because you don’t 
have the right rest medium. This can take its toll. That’s why 
at Lufthous® we make sure that every single one of our 
products is subjected to the strictest quality controls.

We provide all the necessary certifications that verify the 
origin and quality of our materials.  

Your rest and well-being is the greatest reward for our 
team. Do it like never before thanks to the MEMORY LUXE 
PREMIUM GRAPHENE® pillow. 

Again thank you for trusting in us.


